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Abstract. We propose and investigate the reliability of simplified graphical tools, which we term Hypsomet-

ric Vulnerability Curves, HVCs, for assessing flood vulnerability and risk over large geographical areas and

for defining sustainable flood-risk mitigation strategies. These curves rely on the use of inundation scenarios

simulated by means of quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2-D) hydrodynamic models that reproduce the hydraulic

behaviour of the floodable area outside the main embankment system of the study river reach. We present an

application of HVCs constructed on the basis of land use and census data collected during the last 50 years for

assessing the recent dynamics of the flood vulnerability and risk over a large floodable area along a 350 km

stretch of the River Po (Northern Italy). We also compared the proposed simplified approach with a traditional

approach based on simulations performed with the fully-2-D hydrodynamic model TELEMAC-2-D, a widely

employed and well-known 2-D finite-element scheme. By means of this comparison, we characterize the accu-

racy of the proposed simplified approach (i.e. quasi-2-D model and HVCs) for flood-risk assessment over large

geographical areas and different historical land-use scenarios.

1 Introduction

According to the Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT

dataset; http://www.emdat.be), the most impacting natural

disasters in terms of number of people affected and eco-

nomic damages are the freshwater floodings (such as river

floods, flash floods, urban inundation due to drainage prob-

lems, etc.), and the flood-related losses increased enormously

in the last half century. The scientific literature reports many

studies that analyse the main drivers of this increase, but cur-

rent research on socio-economic factors seems to identify

the evolution of floodplains’ exposure to floods as the most

responsible factor that caused the growth of flood damages

over the time period 1970–2006 (Barredo, 2009). Many other

analyses about historical data agree with Barredo (2009),

confirming the key-role played by economic and social de-

velopment of flood-prone areas in the increase of flood losses

during last decades (see e.g. Di Baldassarre et al., 2013, and

references therein).

Under this premise, the definition of a robust large-scale

flood-risk mitigation strategy requires us to take into account

the interaction between social and hydrological factors that

characterize a specific area and to adopt holistic approaches

for assessing flood risk and its evolution in time. To this aim,

we propose an approach based on simplified hydrodynamic

models (i.e. quasi-two-dimensional, quasi-2-D) for assess-

ing flood-risk over large geographical areas. We present an

application of the proposed approach for quantifying flood-

risk evolution during the last five decades (from 1954 to

2008) in a large flood-prone area (∼ 6100 km2) along the

middle-lower portion of the Po river (Northern Italy), which

we validate against traditional flood-risk assessment methods

based on the use of fully-two-dimensional (fully-2-D) hydro-

dynamic models.

2 Flood risk assessment

2.1 Traditional approach to flood risk assessment

As inundation processes on floodplains have a markedly two-

dimensional (2-D) nature, the traditional approach to flood

risk assessment resorts to the application of 2-D models for
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a quantification of hydraulic hazards. Based on topographic

information, boundary and initial conditions and different

mathematical and numerical schemes, 2-D models reproduce

the inundation processes, simulating various flood intensity

indicators such as water depth, flow velocity and dynamics

of the flooding front.

The output of such models for reference inundation sce-

narios or sequences of hydraulic loads that are stochastically

generated within a Monte Carlo framework (see e.g. Voro-

gushyn et al., 2010) are then used to assess the expected

amount of economic damages in the study area. The scien-

tific literature reports a wide set of depth-damage curves, in

which the percentage of damage of a specific asset is related

to the water depth. They are constructed on empirical dam-

age data (i.e. historical inundations) or using expert judgment

and synthetic analysis and refer to different applications con-

texts, diverse categories of buildings (i.e. residential, com-

mercial, industrial, etc.; see e.g. Thieken et al., 2008) and the

effect of factors which may influence the expected damages

(e.g. contamination, levels of private precaution, etc.; see e.g.

Kreibich et al., 2010).

Considering the traditional approach briefly recalled

above, despite the high reliability of state-of-the-art fully-

2-D hydraulic models, and although these models are not

necessarily slower in terms of computation time than sim-

pler models, their implementation requires difficult numeri-

cal solutions and time consuming pre-processing steps (Fal-

ter et al., 2012, and references therein). This complexity is

not compensated in terms of accuracy, when compared to

less complex schemes in terms of inundation extent and risk

estimates (see e.g., Castellarin et al., 2011b and references

therein).

2.2 A simplified approach for assessing flood risk over

large geographical areas

Due to the limitations of the traditional procedure over a

large-scale analysis, outlined in Sect. 2.1, we propose a

simplified hydraulic approach in order to define a concise

yet reliable methodology for flood risk assessments over

large spatial areas. This approach consists of the develop-

ment of an inundation scenario computed through a sim-

plified quasi-2-D hydraulic model, that is a model combin-

ing 1-D river networks, for simulating the channels and the

unprotected lateral floodplains, with hydraulically intercon-

nected storage areas that reproduce the dyke-protected flood-

plains and the flood-prone areas outside the main embank-

ment system (these latter named compartments hereinafter;

see e.g. Castellarin et al., 2011a). The output of the model

is then combined with graphical flood-vulnerability indexes

described below, which are particularly suitable for large spa-

tial scale assessments, and allows us to study the evolution in

time of flood exposure, flood risk and economic damages.

The graphical tools we propose describe the flood-

vulnerability within each floodable compartment located out-

side the embankment by combining land-use information

(i.e. urban settlements, industrial or rural areas) with a dig-

ital description of the compartment topography. In particu-

lar, for each compartment and the land-use class of interest

(e.g. urban and residential areas) the graphical tool reports

on the x axis the area of land-use class below the elevation

reported on the y axis (i.e. the empirical cumulative distribu-

tion function of the elevation of a given land-use class). We

term these graphical tools Hypsometric Vulnerability Curves

(HVCs). Once constructed the HVCs for each floodable area

and land-use of interest, we assign an economic value to the

elements-at-risk and we estimate the expected flood damages

combining a depth-damage curve with the previously defined

HVCs.

An example of potential damage computation is reported

in Fig. 1. Let us focus for instance on urban areas, the maxi-

mum water level associated with a given inundation scenario

may be reported on the urban-area HVC as a horizontal line

(blue dashed line in Fig. 1b), which provides an indication

of the extent of the flooded urban area (Atot in Fig. 1b). A

depth-damage curve (Fig. 1a) can be used for associating

the amount of damage to urban settlements (D in %) with

water depth (h). Depth-damage curve also provides a water-

depth value (h100 in Fig. 1a) beyond which the percent of

damage is equal to 100 % (the overall economic value of the

flooded buildings). Under a given inundation scenario, A100

in Fig. 1b represents the portion of urban area for which sim-

ulated inundation water depths are higher than h100. For this

portion of urban area the flood damage, D100, can be com-

puted as:

D100 = E ·A100 (1)

where E [C m−2] indicates the overall average economic

value of residential buildings in the compartment. For the

remaining portion of the flooded urban areas in the compart-

ment (i.e. from A100 to Atot in Fig. 1b) the flood damage Dh

is

Dh =

Atot∫
A100

E · d [h (A)]dA (2)

where d(·) represents the depth-damage curve as a func-

tion of h(A), that is the simulated water depth associated

with A∈ [A100,Atot] through the HCV. According to Eq. (1)

and (2), the total direct damage in the compartment D can be

calculated as

D =D100+Dh (3)
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the combination of (a) Depth-damage and (b) Hypsometric Vulnerability Curves for estimating

potential flood damages in urban areas.

3 Flood risk evolution in the Po River floodplain

3.1 Study area

The study area consists in the alluvial plain of the longest

Italian river, the Po river (about 650 km from west to east

in the North of Italy). It flows in the Northern part of Italy

for about 650 km. Its river basin is also the wider Italian

catchment (about 71 000 km2) and includes a large portion

of the Emilia-Romagna, Lombardy, Piedmont, Veneto and

Aosta Valley regions (see Fig. 2). This basin, and in partic-

ular the Pianura Padana, a flat and alluvial area located in

the middle-lower part of the basin with an overall extent of

around 46 000 km2, represents one of the most developed and

populated area of Italy: more than 45 % of employed Italians

live here producing almost 40 % of the total Italian Gross Do-

mestic Product (GDP) (Po River Basin Authority, AdB-Po,

2006; http://www.adbpo.it).

Figure 2 shows the current river configuration. The main

embankment system extends for more than 2900 km and out-

side of it is located the “C-Buffer” area (blue polygons, with

an overall extent of about 6100 km2). These are the areas that

can be flooded in case of sudden and unpredictable failures

of the embankment system or in case of flood event with a re-

currence period higher than the one adopted for the design of

the embankments (i.e. ∼ 200 year, AdB-Po, 1999). The “C-

Buffer” is divided into different compartments depending on

the layout of natural and man-made structures (e.g. roads,

embankments, rivers, etc.; see also Castellarin et al., 2011b).

3.2 Available data

The analysis refers to a set of various data collected from

different sources:

– Land-use maps: The information, available for the C-

Buffer, is retrieved from aerial imagery available for

1954 (GAI-Gruppo Aereo Italiano and WWS flights)

and 2008 (AGEA-2008). The resolution of these im-

ages is of about 150 and 75 m, respectively, and they

are classified referring to the standardized classes ag-

gregation adopted by the CORINE (COoRdinated IN-

formation on the Environment) project (European Envi-

ronment Agency – EEA, 2007).

– Assets economic values: We use the economical present

values of residential buildings retrieved from the Ital-

ian Revenue Agency (Agenzia delle Entrate - AE; http:

//www.agenziaentrate.gov.it), that take into account,

among others classifications, the overall economic well-

being of the region.

– Topographic information: TINITALY/01 (Tarquini et

al., 2007) represents the most accurate Digital Elevation

Model (DEM) covering Italy. It has a horizontal resolu-

tion of 10 m and a high vertical accuracy (i.e. root mean

square errors ranging from 0.8 to 6 m).

3.3 Reference inundation scenario

We refer to an inundation scenario obtained by Castellarin

et al. (2011a) using the UNET code, available as part of

proc-iahs.net/370/209/2015/ Proc. IAHS, 370, 209–215, 2015
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Figure 2. Study area: Po river basin and Regions of interests (Emilia-Romagna and Lombardy); the blue compartments (blue polygons)

represent the area outside the levee system exposed to a residual flood risk (i.e. C-Buffer zone; AdB-Po, 1999).

the software package HEC-RAS, that numerically solves the

Saint–Venant equations through an algorithm that uses a

classical implicit four-point finite difference scheme (Castel-

larin et al., 2011a, and references therein). Referring to a

500-year return period event, the authors develop a quasi-

two-dimensional (quasi-2-D) hydraulic model relative to the

middle-lower reach of Po river, which describes the main

channel by means of cross-sections retrieved from a detailed

digital elevation model (LiDAR, with a spatial resolution of

2 m). Storage areas connected to each other and/or to the

main channel by means of weirs represent the dike-protected

floodplains, mirroring an existing system of minor levees

(see Castellarin et al., 2011b). The quasi-2-D model was cal-

ibrated referring to the historical flood event occurred in Oc-

tober 2000 (see Castellarin et al., 2011b for details). All the

C-Buffer compartments are represented as storage areas con-

nected to the main river, or to the dike-protected floodplains,

by means of lateral structures that represent the main em-

bankment crests. The behavior of the storage areas is con-

trolled by volume-level curves by means of which the wa-

ter level in case of inundation is computed as a function of

the water volume exchanged with the main channel and/or

adjacent storage areas. When the overtopping of the main

embankments occurs, the model simulates the formation of

breaches, whose width, depth and time of full development

are retrieved from literature related to the Po river (see e.g.

Govi and Turitto, 2000 and Castellarin et al., 2011a).

3.4 Simplified flood risk assessment for different

historical land-use scenarios

Starting from the results of the reference inundation scenario,

we examine the flood-risk evolution in the C-Buffer during

the last 50 years. Even though we refer to land-use scenarios

of different historical periods, 1954 and 2008, we consider

the current geometry of the main embankment system. Our

choice is justified because the aim of the study is to assess

the role of the urbanization in the flood-risk evolution, inde-

pendently of all other factors. By combining the HVCs com-

puted for 1954 and 2008 with the maximum water inundation

levels provided by the quasi-2-D model, we quantify the di-

rect flood losses in urban areas for each flooded compartment

according to the methodology outlined in Sect. 2.2. Among

the available depth-damage curves, we refer to the damage-

curve implemented in the Multi-Colored Manual (MCM;
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Table 1. Reference inundation scenario: flooded C-Buffer compartments according to the quasi-2-D model (see Castellarin et al., 2011a and

Fig. 2).

Maximum Total Flooded Flooded Estimated Estimated

water overflow urban area urban area economic economic

depth volume 1954 2008 damages 1954 damages 2008

Compartment [m] [106 m3] Atot [ha] Atot [ha] [B of today’s euros] [B of today’s euros]

6 6.8 60.95 22.17 31.55 0.17 0.24

8 8.3 143.93 112.86 227.08 1.00 2.04

10 7.1 80.77 101.46 143.36 0.47 0.64

18 6.0 27.23 43.49 91.97 0.20 0.52

20 5.5 204.96 143.43 450.89 1.37 3.90

5 Compartments – ∼ 520 ∼ 420 ∼ 945 ∼ 3.20 ∼ 7.34

Table 2. Comparison between the quasi-2-D and fully-2-D models for the flooded compartments of interest.

FAI for FAI for Difference in Difference in

flooded flooded damage damage

urban areas urban areas calculation calculation

Compartment 1954 [%] 2008 [%] 1954 [%] 2008 [%]

6 91.4 89.0 2.90 3.44

8 91.7 90.8 2.03 2.88

10 69.6 71.1 42.92 40.47

18 57.6 68.4 33.71 32.16

20 93.6 87.8 2.41 2.59

Penning-Roswell et al., 2005) that estimates at best the ex-

pected losses for residential buildings as a function of the

local water depth.

Table 1 reports the maximum water depth and the total

overflow volume simulated through the quasi-2-D model for

each flooded compartment, together with the estimate of the

extent of urban areas flooded in 1954 and 2008 and of the

economic damages associated to the reference inundation

scenario.

The choice of the compartments to be considered, among

all the compartments flooded in the quasi-2-D model, has

been done considering the five most representative compart-

ments, from a morphologically and residential point of view.

In particular, because of urban expansion, the overall ur-

ban extent affected by the inundation scenario is equal to

420 ha in 1954 and 945 ha in 2008. Consequently, we cal-

culate an overall damage associated with urban buildings

equal to ∼ 3.2 billions of today’s euros in 1954, that rose to

∼ 7.3 billions of today’s euros in 2008, more than twice as

much relative to 1954.

3.5 Validation of the simplified approach

We validate the proposed simplified approach against a series

of simulations of the reference inundation scenario through

the fully-2-D hydrodynamic model TELEMAC-2-D, which

solves the 2-D shallow water Saint-Venant equations using

the finite-element method within a computational mesh of

triangular elements (see Galland et al., 1991 for details). In

particular, TELEMAC-2-D is used to simulate the inunda-

tion dynamics in the flooded compartments of interest by us-

ing the overflowing flow-rates simulated with the quasi-2-D

model as boundary conditions; we then compare the inun-

dation extents simulated by TELEMAC-2-D with the corre-

sponding extents retrieved from the quasi-2-D schematiza-

tion. First, we quantify the agreement between flooded urban

areas in 1954 and 2008 by means of the flood area index

(FAI, see Falter et al., 2012) defined as

FAI=
A

A+B +C
(4)

where A is the extent of the areas simulated as flooded by

both models (blue areas in Fig. 3, lower panels), B is the

extent of the urban area that is flooded in the quasi-2-D

schematization and dry according to the fully-2-D one (i.e.

the simplified model overestimates the flooded areas simu-

lated by the fully-2-D model; green areas in Fig. 3), while

C is the opposite of B (i.e. the quasi-2-D model underesti-

mates the flood extent simulated by the fully-2-D model; red

areas in Fig. 3). Secondly, we calculate the total direct dam-

age in each compartment by referring to the same damage

curve considered in Sect. 2.2 and to the surface enveloping

the simulated maximum water surface elevations resulting

proc-iahs.net/370/209/2015/ Proc. IAHS, 370, 209–215, 2015
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Figure 3. Compartment 10: DEM and comparison between the quasi-2-D and the fully-2-D model in terms of flooded areas (top panels) and

flooded urban areas in 1954 and 2008 (bottom panels).

from TELEMAC-2-D and we compare these results with the

outcomes of the simplified flood-risk evaluation.

Table 2 reports the FAI for flooded urban areas in 1954 and

2008 and for each compartment of interest, showing also the

difference in terms of damage calculation for both years. The

FAI index for flooded urban areas in 1954 and 2008 results

very close to 1 (i.e. perfect agreement between simplified and

traditional flood-risk assessment) for three out of 5 compart-

ments, whereas the agreement is poorer for the remaining

two compartments. The differences in damage calculations

mirror the results in terms of FAI, with a minimum percent-

age difference of ∼ 2 % for Compartment 8 and a maximum

percentage difference higher than 40 % for Compartment 10,

both in 1954 and 2008 (see Fig. 3).

4 Discussion and conclusions

We propose a simplified procedure (based on a quasi-2-D

model and Hypsometric Vulnerability Curves, HVCs) for

flood-risk assessment over large geographical areas and we

compare its performances in estimating expected flood losses

associated with two historical land-use scenarios with a tra-

ditional approach based on simulations from a fully-2-D hy-

drodynamic model. The analysis shows that the simplified

approach is able of simulating the flooded areas in the com-

partments of interest with a reasonable accuracy. However,

in two out of five study compartments we observe a signifi-

cant difference in terms of simulated flood extent and flood-

related damages. Looking at Fig. 3, one can observe that this

inaccuracy results from an inappropriate compartment delin-

eation. In the specific case of compartment 10, the simplified

Proc. IAHS, 370, 209–215, 2015 proc-iahs.net/370/209/2015/
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quasi-2-D model cannot correctly reproduce the flooding dy-

namics, since the inundation develops form the lowland por-

tion of the compartment, regardless the position of the levee

breach. On the contrary, the fully-2-D model ensures a cor-

rect reproduction of the flood dynamics given the topogra-

phy of the study compartment. We expect that a more precise

delineation of the compartments would lead to a higher ac-

curacy of our procedure, which can thus be considered to be

a valid simplified approach to assess the flood risk and its

evolution in time over large geographical areas.
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